
A Strategic Game of  Medieval Forging

Designed by Wesley Woodbury



2-4 Players
90 to 120 Minutes
Ages 12+

Forge is a worker-placement strategy game in which players take on the role of  Master 
Blacksmiths operating and developing great Forges in medieval Europe.

A Strategic Game of  Medieval Forging
A HISTORY OF FORGING
The forging process first developed thousands of  years ago, around 4000 to 7000 B.C., in the Middle East and quickly spread 
throughout Europe and Asia. By discovering fire, humankind soon learned that certain metals such as gold, silver, and copper 
could be heated at high temperatures and formed into various simple shapes. In the beginning, to forge a shape, small rocks, 
and eventually small hand hammers, would be used to hit the hot metal against a giant rock. As humans learned more about 
forging, the process became more sophisticated. Metallurgy first came into practice with the creation of  bronze, a sturdy alloy 
made up of  copper and tin. Bronze quickly became the preferred metal of  choice to forge, and for centuries, man began forging 
small hand tools and weaponry. This eventually caused a shortage in tin, which, unlike other metals, the origins of  tin was not 
known at the time. Iron became the next metal of  choice to forge, as it was more widely available. Forging evolved from small 
open fires to charcoal fire pits with bellows used to increase the temperature of  the fire.
You take on the role of  a blacksmith, a forger of  iron and other metals, seeking to earn a strong reputation in a growing 
kingdom in medieval Europe.

OBJECTIVE
Players begin the game with a basic blacksmith’s shop, full of  all of  the tools they need to forge the most basic of  
items. Players send forth their Assistants, and their Master Blacksmith, to complete tasks in and out of  the city to 
acquire the resources needed to develop their forge and fulfill contracts. Players will work towards completing different 
achievements, while also acquiring victory points, as the game progresses.

GOAL
Players are trying to earn the most Victory Points through a series of  different methods. The game ends when one player 
has accomplished 5 different achievements. The current round will be completed, and then final scoring will take place. 
The 7 possible achievements are shown below, and described in detail later in this rulebook.
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GENERAL SETUP
This section describes the setup of  the main game board, cards, and shared components. See Player Setup for individual 
player board directions.

Unfold and place the Game Board on the table, centered between each of  the players.

Place the wooden resource cubes representing Wood (brown), Metal (grey), Brick (red), and Gems 
(purple) to the top left of  the Game Board.

Place the Gold cardboard tokens, and the Victory Point tokens below the resource cubes. Keep the 5 
value and 1 value tokens separated.

Shuffle and place each type of  Contract Card into its own face down stack to the middle left of  the 
Game Board. There should be a stack of  24 brown Common Contracts, 24 grey Military Contracts, and        
24 purple Royal Contracts

Shuffle and place the Development Cards into two face down stacks along the bottom left of  the Game 
Board. There should be a stack of  12 Architect cards and 12 Engineer cards.

Shuffle and place the 36 Training Cards into a facedown deck to the bottom right of  the game board.

Shuffle and place the 21 Guild Cards into a facedown deck to the right of  the top right of  the game 
board.

Place the 1st player Anvil token adjacent to the top right of  the game board.

Place the Achievement Board to the right of  the Game Board.

Give each player a colored set of  Player Pieces, consisting of  one Player Board, 8 Forge Tokens (each 
representing a different Tool or Equipment), 1 Skill token (star shape), 4 Assistant meeples (2 are not 
used until acquired later), 1 Blacksmith token, 1 Turn Order hammer, and 5 Achievement Hammers.

Give each player 5 Gold, 1 Wood, and 1 Metal from the general supply.

Deal 1 of  each Contract type (Common, Military, and Royal) to each player, beginning with the First 
player. Each player chooses 1 card to keep, and discards the other 2. Discarded cards always go to the 
bottom of  the respective deck.
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PLAYER SETUP
Each player sets up their own Player Board and play area as follows:

Place the 4 cylindrical Equipment tokens onto the matching icons at the top of  the Player Board.

Place the 4 cyclindrical Tool tokens onto the matching icons on the bottom of  the Player Board.

Place 2 Assistant meeples on the icons on the left side of  the board. Place the other 2 Assistant 
meeples above the Player Board, these cannot be used until acquired. Place the Blacksmith cube on 
the Blacksmith icon on the board (between the 2nd and 3rd Assistant icons on the left).

Place the star shaped Skill token on the 1 mark of  the Skill track.

Place 5 of  the Hammer tokens under the right side of  your Player Board, these are to mark 
Achievements later in the game. The 6th Hammer token is placed near the Turn Order track next to 
the Game Board.

Place the Gold, Metal, and Wood below your Player Board on the left side.
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GAMEPLAY

Turn Sequence
The player with the Anvil will choose where to place their Turn Order hammer on the track. Each other player 
will do so as well, clockwise from this player. As players make their choice, they take one unit of  the resource 
shown by their placed hammer.
Once all hammers are placed, the player with their marker in the 1st position will take their turn, followed by the 
2nd position, then the 3rd, and finally the 4th.
Once each player has taken a turn, it starts back at the top of  the track. Play continues this way until all players 
have used all of  their Assistants and their Blacksmith.

Taking a Turn
On a player’s turn they must select one of  their Assistants, or their Blacksmith, and place it on an available action 
space on the Main Board. Certain Development Cards and Training Cards will provide additional ways to place/
use Assistants.
Immediately take the action of  the space selected, described in detail in the Main Board section of  the rules.
When a player has completed their turn they must inform the player to their left to begin their turn.
If  a player does not have an Assistants or a Blacksmith to place, they must pass their turn.

End of Round
When all players have used all of  their available Assistants and their Blacksmith the round comes to an end. Each 
player returns all of  their Assistants and their Blacksmith to their starting positions on their player boards.
Each player retrieves their Turn Order Hammer. The player with the Anvil then starts a new round by placing 
their Turn Order hammer token.

MAIN BOARD ACTIONS
The Main Board consists of  4 rows of  locations.
The top row, outside of  the city, has The Forest, The Mountains, and The Mines.
The 2nd row, inside of  the city, has The Trading Post, The Market, and The Guild, & The Favour.
The 3rd row, inside of  the city, has The City Commons, The Barracks, and The Castle.
The 4th row, considered special locations (not part of  the city), has Architecture, Engineering, and Support.
Each player may only visit each location on the board one time per round, with the exception of  the second row 
(Trading Post, Market, and Farms), which may be visited multiple times by the same player.
Blacksmiths may only be placed on Blacksmith icons, the same goes for Assistants.



The 1st Assistant placed here gains 4 Wood Cubes. 
The 2nd Assistant placed here gains 3 Wood Cubes. 
The 3rd Assistant placed here gains 2 Wood Cubes.
The Blacksmith gains the highest value uncovered, +1.
For example, if  the 4 spot is covered with an assistants the Blacksmith would gain 4 Wood.

The 1st Assistant placed here gains 3 Metal Cubes.
The 2nd Assistant placed here gains 2 Metal Cubes.
The 3rd Assistant placed here gains 1 Metal Cube.
The Blacksmith gains the highest uncovered value, +1.
For example, if  the 3 and 2 spots are covered with assistants, the Blacksmith would gain 2 Metal.

The 1st Assistant placed here gains 2 Gems. 
The 2nd Assistant placed here gains 1 Gem 
A Blacksmith placed here gains 2 Gems.

This location may be visited by any player, any number of  times per turn. A player may 
make 2 Trade Actions when it is visited. A trade action consists of  either Buying a single 
Good, or Selling a single Good. The values are noted on the Player Aid card (Wood = 2 
Gold, Metal = 3 Gold, Brick = 4 Gold, Gem = 5 gold). The blacksmith may not be placed at 
this location.
As an example, a player could sell  one gem for 5 Gold as one action, then they could buy one 
Metal for 3 gold each.

The 1st Assistant placed here gains 5 Gold.
The 2nd Assistant placed here gains 4 Gold.
Any other Assistants placed here gain 3 Gold each.
A player may visit here multiple times per Round.
The Blacksmith may not be placed at this location.

Only Blacksmiths may be placed here, each 
player may visit here. Draw 2 Guild Cards from 
the top of  the deck. Choose 1 to keep, place the 
other on the top or bottom of  the deck.
Guild Cards provide an immediate benefit of  
Gold & Resources, and provide end-game points.



These 3 locations work the same, but each relates to their own stack of  Contract Cards. Only one Assistant and one 
Blacksmith may be placed here per round. 
When an Assistant is placed here the player draws the top card of  the appropriate Contract Card stack.
If  the player has built their Vise tool they draw 2 cards instead, but must discard one.
If  the Blacksmith is placed here the player draws and keeps 2 of  the appropriate Contract Cards.
If  the player has the Vise Tool and places a Blacksmith, they draw 3 cards instead, but must discard one.

These locations have 2 options to place an Assistant in.

Equipment/Tools allows the player to pay the cost of  any Equipment tokens on the top of  their player board 
(or Tool tokens on the bottom for Engineer), then place it on the matching icon in the center of  their board. This 
provides a benefit for the remainder of  the game, and provides Victory Points at the end of  the game. If  all 4 
Equipment or Tool tokens are placed, then they must place an Achievement Hammer on to the appropriate column 
of  the Achievement Board.

Buildings/Inventions allows the player to draw 2 Development Cards from the Architect or Engineer stack (based 
on what location was visited), choose 1 to place in their hand, and place the other on the top or bottom of  that stack. 
The card is played immediately into the players Development zone on the right of  their Player Board. A player may 
not have more than 1 of  each name of  card in play (example, one player cannot have two Coin Presses) and cannot 
have more than 5 cards in play.

A Blacksmith may be played at each location, and it may choose either of  the location options when it is placed.



This location has 2 options to place an Assistant in.
Hire allows the player to pay 8 Gold to take one of  the Assistant tokens that was set aside 
at the beginning of  the game, and place it onto this location. At the end of  the round this 
Assistant will be placed on the players board, in one of  the additional Assistant locations on 
their board. This Assistant is used like the other Assistants for the remainder of  the game.

When a player hires their 4th Assistant they immediately place an Achievement Hammer on to the appropriate column 
of  the Achievement Board.

Train allows the player to draw the top 2 cards of  the Training Card stack, choose 1 to play immediately, and place the 
other on the top or bottom of  the Training Card stack. The Training Card is to be placed on the left side of  the Player 
Board, adjacent to an empty Assistant Icon (this represents that the Assistant that was used to obtain the card is the 
Assistant that is being trained).
If  a Blacksmith is used to Train, keep the card in your hand, and place it at the end of  the Round instead of  immediately.
Train may not be used if  all four of  your Assistants have already been trained. You cannot changed out a card that has 
been placed.
When a player has trained all of  their Assistants, they immediately place an Achievement Hammer on to the appropriate 
column of  the Achievement Board.

A Blacksmith may be played at each location, and it may choose either of  the location options when it is placed (Paying 8 
Gold or Training an Assistant).

EXAMPLE of PLAYER BOARD with Training Cards on left, Development top right, and Contracts on
          bottom right.



PLAYER BOARDS

Each player has their own board to track their Assistant, Equipment, Tool, and Skill tokens. It is important that pieces are 
put in their proper positions at the start of  the game, and are only moved if  an action or effect allows them to. Below is 
a description of  each part of  the Player Board.

Tool Tokens

Each of  these have a cost to Build in order to place them onto the center portion of  the Player Board, on the matching 
icon. Once they are in place they provide a permanent benefit for the remainder of  the game, and provide Victory Points 
at the end of  the game.
If  all 4 Tool tokens are placed, then they must place an Achievement Hammer on to the appropriate column of  the 
Achievement Board. To Build a Tool token you must visit the Engineering location on the Game Board.

Upgraded Chisels
Cost of  1 Gold and 1 Metal to build.
This Equipment is required to Forge some Contract Cards.

Upgraded Tongs
Cost of  2 Gold and 1 Metal to build.
This Equipment is required to Forge some Contract Cards.

Upgraded Hammers
Cost of  3 Gold, 1 Metal and 1 Wood to build.
This Equipment reduces the cost of  Forging Weapon and Armor Contract Cards by 1 Metal.

Vise
Cost of  4 Gold and 1 Metal to build.
This Equipment allows you to draw an extra Contract Card when visiting the Tavern, Castle, or Barracks 
locations. One of  the cards must be discarded. You also gain 1 Skill when this is built.



Grindstone
Cost of  5 Gold, 1 Wood, and 1 Brick to build.
This Equipment is required to Forge some Contract Cards.

Upgraded Anvil
Cost of  6 Gold and 2 Metal to build.
This Equipment provides you 2 additional Gold each time an order is delivered to complete a Contract 
Card.

Wagon
Cost of  6 Gold and 2 Wood to build.
This Equipment makes the Forest and Mountain locations provide 1 additional cube each time they are 
visited.

Upgraded Forge
Cost of  8 Gold and 2 Brick to build.
This Equipment allows you to Forge an additional order when the Blacksmith performs the Forge action.
You also gain 1 Skill when this is built.

Equipment Tokens

Each of  these have a cost to Build in order to place them onto the center portion of  the Player Board, on the matching 
icon. Once they are in place they provide a permanent benefit for the remainder of  the game, and provide Victory Points 
at the end of  the game.
If  all 4 Equipment tokens are placed, then they must place an Achievement Hammer on to the appropriate column of  
the Achievement Board. 
To Build an Equipment token you must visit the Architecture location on the Game Board.



Assistants
Each player begins the game with 2 Assistants on their Player Board, and 2 available to Hire (using the Hire 
action at the Assistant location). Alternatively, an Assistant can be hired with some Development cards.
Assistant Meeples are placed on the Assistant icons at the end of  every round. 
If  Training Cards are acquired, they are placed to the left of  an Assistant icon. An Assistant adjacent to a 
Training Card gains the benefits or action options shown on that card. Only the adjacent Assistant may 
perform this action. If  the Assistant is used to visit a location on the Main Board, other Assistants cannot be 
moved to that spot to perform the action.
When a player has 4 Assistants they immediately gain +1 Skill.

Below are some examples of  Training cards.

Skill
Skill is tracked using a star token. Each player begins the game at Skill Level 1. Skill may be acquired in several 
ways in the game. Each Contract Card has a Skill Level on it, and can only be forged if  the player is at,or 
above, the Skill Level on the card.
When a player reaches Skill Level 5 on their Player Board they must place an Achievement Hammer on to 
the appropriate column of  the Achievement Board. Each time they get a Skill after achieving 5, they earn 5 
victory points (acquire 5 VP in tokens immediately).
Ways to gain skill are:
• Building your Forge Token or your Vise Token, each provide +1 Skill.
• Hiring your 4th Assistant provides +1 Skill.
• Four Engineer Development Cards provide +1 Skill
• Two Architecture Development Cards provide +1 Skill
• Three Guild Cards provice +1 Skill

Forging
The Forge on your Player Board is allowed to be used by the Blacksmith only (unless a Training Card 
allows otherwise). A Blacksmith is placed on your Forge as your turn placement. You may build the 
goods for a Contract Card you have acquired. Expend the resources shown on the card (ensure that you 
have any Tools/Equipment the goods may require, and that you have enough Skill to build the goods). 
Return the expended goods to the supply, then place the Contract Card from your hand onto the table 
to the bottom right of  your player board. Immediately earn any Gold or Victory Points shown on the 
card.



Development Cards
These are placed on the top right side of  the Player Board. A player may have a maximum of  4 Development Cards 
(Architecture and/or Engineer cards). Once a player has 4 Development Cards they may no longer perform the Building 
or Invention action on the Game Board. Guild icons are for end of  game scoring only.

Timing Clocks

Specialized Tools

Coin Press

Wood Lathe

Trip Hammer

Bellows

Gain 1 Skill when played.

You may place either your Chisel OR Tongs immediately, at no cost.

Reduce all Gold resource costs by 1 Gold (does not apply to Trading Post).

Reduce all Wood costs by 1. Gain 1 Victory Point when you complete a Furniture Contract.

Reduce all Metal costs by 1. Gain 1 Victory Point when you complete a Weapon Contract.

Gain 1 Skill when played.

Store Extension

Rack Systems

Waterwheel

Elaborate Exterior

Second Floor

Advertising Cart

You may place an Assistant here to discard 3 Metal for 1 Victory Point each.

Increase you storage capacity of  Metal and Wood by 2 units each.

Gain 1 Skill.

Gain 3 Victory Points.

Hire a new Assistant, or Train an Assistant.

Gain the top card of  each Contract stack.

ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT EXAMPLES

ARCHITECTURE DEVELOPMENT EXAMPLES



Guild Cards
Guild Cards are only acquired by sending your Blacksmith to the Guilds location.
Guild Cards provided a one-time immediate bonus, shown on the top of  the card. This is gained as soon as the card is 
drawn, and must be shown to the other players. A player may only have one of  each color/type of  Guild.
The Guild Card is then tucked under the Player Board, on the bottom, leaving the Guild Icon/Color showing.
At the end of  the game players earn additional victory points for Contracts that have symbols matching a players 
affiliated Guilds.

Contract Cards
There are three types of  Contract Cards. All types work in the same manner.

The top of  the card is the Contract Name, the type of  good that is being forged. This has no impact on the game.

The Guild Affiliation is for earning endgame points only, it does not affect your ability to forge a Contract.

The Product Type is directly below the image. Some Development Cards and Training Cards will refer to product types. 

The Skill Level represents how complex the item is to forge. If  your Skill Level is not equal to or higher than the skill level 
of  the contract, you cannot forge it.

The Wood, Metal, and Gems value represents the goods required to forge the items. When you forge you must return 
the equivalent amount to the supply. Some cards can reduce these costs.

The Assistant icon represents if  you require additional support to forge the item. If  there is a value higher than zero, you 
cannot forge this item unless you place that many Assistants in the Forge with the Blacksmith.

The Gold icon represents what you are paid when you Forge the card.

The Victory Point icon represents how many Victory Points the card is worth at the end of  the game if  it has been 
Forged and placed to the right of  your Player Board.

There are 7 different guilds, 
each with 8 cards amongst 
the Contract cards.
Bladesmith, Brownsmith, 
Coppersmith,Goldsmith,
Locksmith,Silversmith, 
and Whitesmith.

Guild Points
For each Contract forged that has a Guild Affiliation icon matching a Guild card a player has, they earn points.
1: 2pts    2: 5 pts    3: 9 pts    4: 14 pts    5: 20 pts    6: 27 pts    7: 35 pts



Contract Cards

Victory Points 
Acquired when Forged

Equipment/Tool
Requirement Blacksmith’s

Sketch of  Goods

Product Type

Guild Affiliation
Metal Cost

Gold Acquired
when Forged

Skill Level Required

Gem Cost

Assistants Required

Common Contracts are colored Brown. These contracts can be heavy in Wood costs, and often have requirements of  
Chisels and Tongs.
Military Contracts are colored Gray. These contracts can be heavy in Metal costs, and often have requirements in Tongs 
and Grindstones.
Royal Contracts are colored Purple. These contracts often require Gems, and often have requirements of  Chisels and 
Grindstones.
Each Guild Affiliation is represented based on what materials may be used to create the item in real life. Many cards do 
not have a Guild Affiliation.
Some further examples of  Contract cards are shown below.

Card Name

Wood Cost



Achievement Board
The Achievement Board is a way to track the progress of  each player’s growth and development in the game. Whenever 
a player meets the criteria of  an Achievement they MUST place one of  their Achievement Hammers in the appropriate 
column, on the topmost unfilled hammer icon.
Each row of  icons is worth Victory Points at the end of  the game (5,3,2, and 1). This means that the first player to earn 
an achievement will earn the most points for it.
Each player may only place one hammer on each Achievement column.
One of  the players’ 5 hammers MUST be on a Contract Achievement. This means that if  a player could place their 5th 
Achievement Hammer, but has not forged 3 Contracts (of  any type) they cannot place that hammer even if  they met 
that other Achievement.
Once a player has placed their 5th Achievement Hammer onto the board, this triggers the end of  the game. The current 
round of  play continues until all players must pass, then the game is over. Proceed to End Game Scoring to determine a 
winner.

Guilds: A player obtains their 3rd Guild card (by any means).
Build all Tools: A player has all four of  their Tool Tokens built onto the center of  their Player Board.
Build all Equipment: A player has all four of  their Tool Tokens built onto the center of  their Player Board.
Have 4 Assistants: Achieved as soon as a Player Hires or Gains their 4th Assistant.
Develop 4 Cards: A player has 5 Development Cards on the right side of  their Player Board (any combination of  
Architect and Engineer cards).
Skill Level 5: A player reaches Skill Level 5 on their Player Board.
Contracts: A player has forged 3 Contracts (placed on the right side of  their Player Board).



END OF GAME SCORING
When the final Round is completed, a winner must be determined by adding up all applicable Victory Points.

Victory Point Tokens: During the game players may acquire Victory Point tokens.

Player Boards: The total value of  all Equipment and Tool Tokens that were built during the game.

Contract Cards: The total value of  all Contract Cards players forged and delivered during the game. Cards that were 
forged but not delivered are worth 1 point each instead.

Achievement Board: Each player earns points equal to the value of  their Achievement Hammers on the board.

Guild Points
For each Contract forged and Development card that has a Guild Affiliation icon matching a Guild card a player has, they 
earn points.
1: 2pts    2: 5 pts    3: 9 pts    4: 14 pts    5: 20 pts    6: 27 pts    7: 35 pts (maximum amount of  points available)

In the case of  a tie, the player who has the most delivered Contract Cards is the winner. If  this still results in a tie, the 
player with the most points on their Player Board is the winner. If  this still results in a tie,  the player with the most Guild 
Cards is the winner.

PROTOTYPE VERSION
Note that this rule set, and the digital tabletop simulator game, is still in playtesting and development 
stages.
Alterations may take place to the Game Board, Player Boards, Contract Cards, and any other 
components and mechanics in the game.
The feedback you provide after reading this rulebook, or playing the game, will be of  great benefit to 
improving the quality of  components and ease of  play, so please share your thoughts!

Sincerely,

Wesley Woodbury
Game Designer and Owner of  FunDaMental Games

Email:  fundamentalgames@icloud.com


